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To whom it may concern,

Please have the record show that that we, residents of 2820 NW 4th Ave., Fruitland Idaho urge you to deny the
pending application for spacing and integration from AM Idaho or any other company. We live uncomfortably close
to the Barlow well as well as right next door to the pending proposed pipeline path that Northwest Gas Processing
has been working on.  To us, gas exploration has been the worst kind of visitor...the one who invites themselves, and
won’t leave.

We feel that mineral rights owners should be free to choose when, where and if they lease their rights. Integration
isn’t fair for those who wish to hold on to their precious property and minerals and allowing gas development
companies to force owners into business not only undermines the enterprise of free trade it is a violation of private
property rights, and it puts human life and personal property at risk and lowers property values. 

Furthermore, we believe that there currently isn’t enough regulation on the entire gas exploration industry in Payette
County and we fear that allowing integration at any spacing to take place would expedite potential negative
environmental consequences.

We continue to be dismayed and appalled that our state finds it in its best interest to continue to do business with a
company that has such a checkered past. We urge you to consider your Idaho citizens and what is best for them, not
what is best for an out of state company looking to make a quick dime off our land. Enough is enough. Please stop
dealing with these unstable companies, and put Idahoans and our precious resources first!

Thank you for your consideration, 

Jordan and Dana Gross
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